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outputs and results

Outputs
New artificial football turf was installed in the
Narva Kalevi stadium (8214 m2)
Grass pitch in Pechory stadium was replaced with
a new natural football lawn (6800 m2)
Additional minor equipment was purchased for
Pechory stadium, including 2 new football gates,
200 plastic chairs, 1 set of electronic table for
different sporting games and 1 set of equipment
for the maintenance of the stadium

Opening of Pechory stadium

Two opening events carried out successfully Pechory stadium opening and Narva Stadium
opening
There were 347 games held during two seasons
(8642 participants). The games were held at
various stadiums in Estonia and in Russia

Opening of Narva Stadium

In addition to regular season games, two winter
cups in Narva (384 participants) and two summer
camps in Pechory were carried out (in total 51
participants)
Specially designed training/seminar for Pechory
trainers was organised in Pechory
Educational brochure prepared and printed in
Estonian and Russian. The concept of the
brochure evolved and now it serves also as a
practical handbook for trainers on how to
perform football trainings

European Cooperation Day
Celebration in Pechory

European Cooperation Day in September 2012
was celebrated in Pechory

Girls Football Match

International Football Tournament
“TRANS NARVA CUP 2014” awarding
ceremony

RESULTS

Improvements to football infrastracture in Narva and
Pechory were implemented
Awareness of inhabitants of Pechory and Narva raised
about European cross border programmes. Special
attention reached by celebration of European Cooperation
Day in Pechory
Educational brochure issued in
Estonian and Russian

Narva stadium is ready for use in accordance with the
international football standards - more than 165 children
in all football clubs of Narva have got modern and safe
training conditions.
More than 65000 inhabitants of Narva benefits from
modern facilities for sports and other cultural activities
More than 13000 inhabitants in Pechory have received new
facilities for different sports and culture

Educational brochures serves also as a practical
handbook for trainers

Contribution to strengthening local sports clubs on both
sides of the border through experience and know-how
received by participation in this project
Training of football trainers, referees and other staff of
Russian side to teach them professional football
management exchange of know-how expierence
Series of football matches (both summer and winter) to
popularise sports activities, healthy lifestyles and
meaningful activities of children’s leisure time

Football Tournaments took place also in winter

New equipement purchased for Pechory Stadium
Training for teachers

VH touch-screen
Information Terminals
Teacher training

